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The Committee will open The Barn at other mutually convenient times; please call the Secretary to arrange a time.

The Committee usually meets every second month at
The Barn on a Sunday workday at 10am. Members are
most welcome to attend and, if invited, may participate.
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Committee Meetings
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS

The Barn is part of
The Cooper’s Settlement,
Bundoora Park, Plenty
Road, Bundoora.
Melways reference:
Map 19, F4

D.

Our regular workdays are fortnightly on Sundays
from 10am until 4.30pm. Check the calendar on
the back cover for dates. Also listed at http://www.
abavic.org.au

PRESIDENT
Nick Hackett:
VICE PRESIDENT
Phil Pyros:

The Drift accepts advertising deemed by the Committee to be of interest to members.
Advertising rates are: $20 1/4 page $35 1/2 page $60 full page $75 3/4 back cover
Contact Alice Garrett, Treasurer, to book space and organise payment:
Deadline for next issue: 1 July 2014

SECRETARY
Ash Naylor:
thesec@abavic.org.au

Purposes & Objectives of the ABA (Vic) Inc.

TREASURER
Alice Garrett:

To promote, preserve and develop the craftsmanship,
design aspects and techniques of all the various disciplines
of blacksmithing to the highest standard possible.

GENERAL COMMITTEE
Amanda Gibson:
Steve Nicoll:
Paul Cockayne
Dan Brady

To provide a means of communication between mature
people with an interest in the craft of blacksmithing,
for the exchange of ideas, experience, techniques and
information for their mutual benefit, by the publication
of a regular newsletter.
To encourage a greater awareness of and interest in the
application of the skills of blacksmithing among architects,
interior designers, art/craft groups, and the general public
and to provide links between blacksmiths and potential
customers by means of exhibitions, demonstrations and
publications.

CITY

To promote, and actively provide opportunities for
training in all the various aspects of blacksmithing by
means of demonstrations, displays, lectures, and special
tuition sessions.
To act as the representative body of the interests o f Australian
blacksmiths, locally, nationally and internationally.
To undertake community service, providing always that
these services are within the comfortable limits of the
time, talents and costs that the Association and individual
members can afford.
To encourage communication and goodwill among
blacksmiths everywhere.
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Editorial
What is great about the
Barn is that there is ample
equipment and assistance to
get you going, but many new
members, and there seems to
be heaps at the moment, fall
into the trap of thinking we are
a teaching institution. We are
not by any means. Your ability
as a smith will increase for the
most part in direct proportion
to the effort you put in. There
is no doubt either that it
won’t increase much beyond
absolute novice on your first
day. You will certainly learn by
doing and from your mistakes
but you will also learn by just
being involved. The more you
contribute to the group the
more help and edification you
will receive. The more we (the
older hands) perceive you as
just taking for granted what is
available at the Barn the less
interest we will take in your
progress. Sad isn’t it but that’s
a fact.

by Doug Tarrant

As a beginner or novice the
big question is how on earth
can you contribute when you
know nothing at all about the
craft. Well for a start who the
bloody hell are you? Introduce
yourself around. Get to know
someone else in the same
situation as you as well as
someone that looks like they
“own the joint”. Do this every
visit and soon you will know
everyone and they will know
you. When it all boils down,
you have joined a club.

form to stand aside for a while
and give someone else a go. In
any case watching someone
else may be very beneficial
and could be the difference
between success and failure
when next you heat some
steel. And a final tip for new
members keen to learn to
wrought iron. Why not get the
pain out of the way early. Since
more often than not it seems
the beginner is determined
to find out how hot ‘hot’ is,
just pick up any piece of steel
COVER IMAGE
Another way to contribute laying around until you learn The Tree, Strathewen, Victoria,
is to take heed of the advice a valuable lesson... that any Australia:
The day after planting, the sun
you’re getting. For a start a lot piece of stuff laying around a rises on a new Tree in the bush.
by what remains
of it is to do with your safety blacksmith shop could be too Surrounded
of trees burnt by the Black
hot
to
handle.
Saturday fire and by flourishing
and the safety of those around
new growth. Photography;
you. Other times it may be to Hah, and you thought this Neil Grant
do with conserving our scant diatribe was about getting
resources.
articles for the Drift. No,
Yet another way to be a but gee an article submitted
good “club’ member is to for publication sure is
look around. If the Barn contributing to the group.
is overflowing with people
maybe it would show good

Welcome to new
members
Alice Garrett

Ann Welton
Sevena Everill
David Fishwick
David Owen
Laurie Keown
Michael Murtaga
Peter Castle
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Ben Martin
Alex Tokumakow
Madeline Bedelis
Guy Warner-Gladish
Eugene Doveron-Britton
Skylan Dall
Travis Mason

Jude McCann
Michael Scicluna
Fraser Thompson
Rahl Dybal
Peter Roberts

President’s Report

Nick Hackett

The committee determined
that the coke situation
constituted an emergency and
therefore used the cash reserves
in the Term Deposit to make
the purchase.
As stated in previous reports,
the coke came at a much
higher price than our previous
purchases and a new price
structure has been established.
Paul Cockayne outlined in
the last issue of The Drift the
reasoning behind the new
forge fees on Barn work days
of $5 per half day.

I am pleased to announce
that we have purchased a
large quantity of coke from
Corrimal. Forging at The
Barn is secure for at least
the next 3 years.
There
was
some
well
intentioned efforts by a
number of members to secure
a delivery but ultimately
the committee thanks Steve
Nicoll for his determination in
organising the final deal.
Thanks to Ray Gard for
allowing storage at his
property. We’re hoping this is a
temporary measure as storage
closer to The Barn would be
much more convenient.

27th July this year. As usual,
the meeting will be followed
by lunch catered by Serge
Maggiore.
I urge members who feel
they can offer service to the
Association to nominate for
the committee. The committee
would prefer members who are
able to consistently attend the
majority of meetings which are
held every 6 weeks.

The committee decided on
Sunday that small quantities
of coke would be available for
purchase at the price of $1 per
kg. We will sell 40kg bags from
The Barn on workdays. A limit
of 2 bags per purchase will
apply with no bulk sales.

Those new members who
wish to progress with their
blacksmithing skills should
attend The Barn regularly
and complete the self paced
learning activities. This leads
directly to a toolmaking course
which can dramatically escalate
the skill level of dedicated new
blacksmiths. We need at least 4
people and up to 6 in order to
run that course.

The committee has determined
that we must preserve
operational capabilities at The
Barn for as long as possible and
that to sell bulk coke would
jeopardise that situation.

The advanced, project based
Wrought Iron course will be
run in the second half of the
year for those members who
completed the Introduction to
Wrought Iron last year.

2014 marks the 25th year of the
Association and the committee
has been discussing a low key
event by way of celebration.
We welcome any suggestions
from the membership.

Finally may I take this
opportunity to congratulate
our Secretary Ash and his
lovely wife Kathryn on the
arrival of Lucy in January.
See you at the AGM

The AGM will be on the
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Secretary’s Report

Ash Naylor

an apprentice to turn my blower for
me. Lucy was born early January.
She weighed in at 3.4kg (7lb, 4oz
in the old money). She sleeps well,
(by baby standards at 12 weeks).
Both Lucy and her mum Kathryn
have been healthy and happy since
birth. Needless to say she’s kept us
both busy and slowed down my
progress on building my workshop
I’d like to put the call out again for
and frequency of smithing but it is
our Facebook page. It’s intended not
worth it.
only for works at the barn but any
project you might be working on at But if I can’t work on my stuff,
home, whether they be just designs, hopefully you are. Keep anvil
halfway there or your completed ringing and I’ll hopefully see you at
piece. So shoot me an email at the barn.
thesec@abavic.org.au with photos Cheerio,
attached, or if you’re au fait with
Facebook, I’ll give you permission Ash Naylor,
to post your pictures.
P.S. Lucy doesn’t really turn the
Hi everyone, it has been a good
start to the year with about 20 new
members since the last Drift was
published. I have had some emails
back from a couple who really
enjoyed their first time at The Barn
and it’s great to get that feedback.
Thanks to all who made them feel
welcome.

On a personal matter, I now have
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blower, not until she’s two

The Fitz Roy Ironworks

by Mary Hackett

In a car park under a recently developed shopping centre within Mittagong, on the Old
Hume Highway, are the remains of the Fitz Roy Ironworks.
wrought iron bar stock and rolled rails
for the railways. It even supplied pig
iron to California. In 1910 the iron
works closed down permanently after
numerous attempts to keep it open.

Fitz Roy Iron Works between 1875 and 1938 John
Henry Harvey Glass Transparency

It is an unusual place for sight-seeing,
full of fumes and noise from the twenty
first century routine of parking cars and
shopping trollies. It is a place where
mums and dads cart tantrum inducing
babies to, and then back, from stores
stocked with supplies, apparently
oblivious to the tiny museum close by.
The Fitz Roy Iron Works, though fenced
off, is open and exposed to the fumes of
the cars driving in and out of the car park
daily.
This odd archeological dig is the site
of the first commercial iron smelting
foundry in Australia. All that remains
of the iron works now are a few layers
of brick construction that map the
contours of the ironwork buildings,
supports for old machinery, and iron
bars. These last items stood upright, had
holes pierced through, and looked like
giant sewing needles embedded into the
ground. Now heritage listed, this site
was uncovered when developers began
work on the shopping complex.
The Fitz Roy Iron Works began in 1848
after deposits of iron ore had been found
locally in 1833.
A second site was
established in 1864 containing the first
blast furnace in Australia. The ironworks
progressively expanded until 1866 when
it closed, then reopened in 1867, only
to close again in 1869. During this
time it supplied Australia with iron
based products such as cast iron objects,

The signs erected at the site of the first
Fitz Roy Iron Works states that there
used to be a puddling furnace, tilt
hammer and rolling mills and it shows
images and descriptions of the processes
involved. Information of the history
of the ironworks, though, is brief and
mainly discusses the owners of the
company. Although not extensive, the
Sydney Morning Herald of that era
traces the history of the ironworks. The
first mention is minute, only a few lines
long, and heralds the ‘iron mine’s’ success
by saying that there were ‘specimens of
manufactured articles lately exhibited in
Sydney.’ ¹ Some later articles are illegible
until 1864, where ( I assume) it discusses
the new site as it describes the blast
furnace where pig iron was produced. It
was reported as being fifty-six feet high
and twenty-five feet in diameter and
was lined with freestone firebrick. They
estimated that there would be 200 tons
of pig iron produced weekly. It goes on
to say:

The engines for blowing the air are
two horizontal engines of twenty-five-

horse power each, with two blowing
cylinders each forty inches in diameter,
and made on the premises. The rolling
mill for the manufacture of bars, rails,
and boiler plates, is also erected, and
has been in operation for the last few
months working up scrap iron collected
in Sydney, in order to obtain the cinder
to work with the Fitzroy ore.
Sydney Morning Herald Thursday 21
April, 1864 ²
The demise of the enterprise was briefly
mentioned on the information signs as a
bank foreclosure in 1869. No juicy bits of
gossip, no hint at reasons. According to
Ray Christison in the Thematic History
of Fitz Roy Iron Works ³, however, the
ironworks were plagued with infighting
and machinery calamities. He states that
the blast furnace was already obsolete
when erected; one of the sites was
flood prone; and there was insufficient
sources of fuel. Another significant
reason was that by the time those who
had experience in industrial iron came
to the antipodes and found a job, their
knowledge was outdated. All of these
causes doomed the Fitz Roy Iron Works.
Nick and I had stopped at Mittagong on
the way to Sydney specifically to find this
place. We were not prepared

Fitz Roy Iron Works Robert Bruce wood engraving 1873
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Nick at the fence surrounding the Fitz Roy Iron Works site

View of the Fitz Roy Iron Works site

Nick at the site of the second Fitz Roy Iron Works

Detail at the site of the second Fitz Roy Iron Works

evidence of a campfire. After the car park
museum it felt comfortable and familiar,
welcoming even, though a bit shabby. It
appeared to be a place to meet for picnics,
an easily accessible reminder of the past.
In fact it worked as a link between the past
and the present in a way that the car park
site did not. We felt that certainly this
second site was no museum, but the first
site made for a strange one.
1. The Sydney Morning Herald (NSW :
1842 - 1954) 1884, Copper, Silver, Lead,
and Iron Mines, (online) , article viewed
27.12.2013, http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/
del/article/12908507
2. The Sydney Morning Herald (NSW
: 1842 - 1954) 1864, The Fitroy
Iron Works, (online), article viewed
26.12.2013, http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/
del/article/13093838
View of the Fitz Roy Iron Works

for the glaring clash of old and new. We
also visited the second Fitz Roy Ironworks
site which was in a park close by and
open to the public. At this location, we
were able to climb the ruins. An old sign
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was erected acknowledging the history
of the place. Iron ore decorated the site
and sat dignified but understated in their
placement. They were crumbling in
the air from oxidation. There was also

3. Christison, R. 2008, Thematic History
of Fitz Roy Iron Works, (online) High
Ground Consulting,
article viewed
13.12.2013 http://www.higround.com.
au/docs/THFitzRoy.pdf

From the Patron

by Keith Towe

Congratulations to all our members who in some way participated in the Tree Project.

I am really proud of your efforts in
keeping the dream alive, and along
the way, learning new skills, and
helping others to gain skills. Beside
our members, there are many other
volunteers, helpers and supporters
who gave exceptional support and
encouragement. Thanks to you all
from the members of ABA (Vic) Inc.
The finished tree is just stunning and
a work of art that puts most wall hung
art, in the shade (no pun intended).
Many others will write much better
comments than I about the people
deeply involved in the Project, and
about the display event, but I just
wanted to say “Well Done” to you all.

materials that do not require a large
fire. The time between heats provides
an opportunity to plan ahead.

Some observations in the Barn:

On Australia Day last, Doug Hughes
and I were invited to set up a Forge
at Pioneer Park, Berwick where the
annual festivities are conducted
for that day each year. There was a
wide variety of Crafts and Hobby
activities going on, including Wood
Turning, an Old Engine display,
Wood Chopping, old cars, and many
other activities. Doug and I were
under the banner of the Berwick
Woodworkers, but we handed out
dozens of old copies of the Drift to
interested members of the public,

I often see newcomers working at the
forge, take their work from the fire to
the Anvil without shutting off the blast.
Several issues come about from this.
Firstly, if working on one of our double
forges, a large hot fire can impact on
the ‘smith working on the other forge.
Secondly, without care, your fire
gradually increases in size and intensity,
and to the discomfort of the other
‘smith. Large fires consume a lot of
extra expensive fuel, and in most cases
you are using only small dimensional

Doug and Keith at Berwick

1) Have your Hammer and Tools
handy
2) Plan your next actions
3) Turn off the blast BEFORE removing
your work from the fire.
4) Dampen down around your fire to
keep it Small, Cool, and reduce a dust
hazard.
Many of you will be aware that Fuel
will be at a premium in 2014, so we
need to conserve as much as possible.

Australia Day 2014:

and I hope we aroused some interest
in the Craft for the many visitors to
the Park. Doug kept me smiling with
his renditions of the Australian Bush
Ballads; he knows them all and rather
embarrassed me.

Making your Mark:
Some time ago I wrote about members
making their “MARK” and there has
been quite a discussion about this
subject on Facebook recently, so it
was pleasing to see Paul Cockayne
working on his MARK at the Echuca
weekend. Creative Arts people of
every conceivable discipline, sign their
work in some way, be it with their
signature or a special Mark or Logo,
so that their work is recognised, and
in many cases, much sought after. So
help yourself girls and guys and plan
your mark, for your own work. The
Association, as our key Incorporated
body, can also help by setting up a
Register of the members marks. Our
member’s work is equal to the best
available here in Oz, so make your
mark, and leave your mark.
In the same vein, as a keen Wood
Turner, I have a collection of wood
turnings from many Australian and
overseas wood turners, which I prize,
and I think of these people fondly
when I look at, or clean each piece,
and they are all marked, I also have
about 12 pieces of hand forged work
which I treasure, and although I
know who made each piece, Only a
few are MARKED.
I also encourage the members to
consider arranging to exchange their
work with other ‘smiths both here and
overseas, if possible. The work does
not have to be Huge or Spectacular,
but if exchanged with respect, and of
course MARKED, it will be prized.
So get on your Marks.
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Scoresby

The Melbourne Steam & Traction Engine Club Rally:

Over the March long weekend
the ABAVIC were promoted
at The Melbourne Steam &
Traction Engine Club Rally by
Steve Nicoll

Steve is a full member of the Club and
over some considerable time Steve has
worked with other steam club members
to fit out a forge and to assemble some
old equipment including a single arch
steam Hammer, which he has operating
on Air through a compressor and an
accumulator. He has also saved a lot
of old blacksmithing related equipment
from the scrap heap and they add some
authenticity to the shed.
On the Sunday of the weekend Doug
Hughes and I set out to try to help
Steve, and although it was a very hot day
we managed a number of Demo’s of hot
die sinking of some Naval components
which necessitated breaking down some
oversized material to fit the die and
cutting it off under the hammer.
Steve had spent the time to teach Adam,
a young steam enthusiast to drive the
hammer, and I must say that young
Adam was doing a very fine job with
very little kickback from this brute of
a hammer.
There was a steady stream of visitors
to the shed and we passed on many
backdated copies of the DRIFT to
visitors who showed interest in the
Craft.
Doug Hughes got to make most of a
pair of Tongs, with the reins drawn
down in one heat rather than an hour
on the anvil. He was also able to round
up the reins in the swages under the
hammer.
Steve worked on the 3 days of the long
weekend and quite a number of our
ABAVIC members poked their heads in
the shed to say G’day over that time.
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Report; Keith Towe, Images; Doug Hughes

The Tree is Planted

by Amanda Gibson

A huge cheer went up from them as the nuts were threaded onto the bolts and the tree
stood for the first time.
At 4.30am on Valentines Day, 14
February 2014, a convoy of trucks and
cars left from a factory in Whittlesea.
Taking the corrugated back roads
it slowly wound its way towards
Strathewen. By the time the first rays
of sunlight flushed the sky with pink,
the flashing lights of the pilot vehicles
could be seen coming down the drive
to the Peter Avola Memorial Pavilion in
Strathewen, followed by a large crane
truck carrying a three tonne stainless
steel and copper gumtree.
The road in from Whittlesea was fairly
rough and the tree was hit by one
overhanging branch causing minimal
damage. Peter Drofenik, Andrew
Grieve and Roland Dannenhauer spent
some time surveying the tree’s canopy
and made repairs. As they finished up
the final welds, the large crane arrived
which would perform a delicate dance
with the smaller crane on the truck to
get the tree upright and gently lower it
onto eight supporting bolts.
The crane and truck were donated by
Truline Engineering who had also built
the substructure some weeks before.
The substructure consists of a large steel
cage, 2.8m x 2.8m x .5m buried over
a metre deep and filled with concrete.
On top of this is a stainless steel bolt
cage with eight half meter long bolts,
also concreted into the ground.
Welded to the base of the tree is a thick
stainless steel plate with eight holes.
The trick was to get the tree perfectly
upright in midair, without damaging
the canopy and lower it exactly onto
the bolts without shearing the thread.
It took two hours from the time the
first chain was placed around the
tree to the final hook moving free
from the canopy after the tree was in
place. What came in between was a
ballet of machinery and expert crane

manipulation from Mark and Ian from
Truline who managed the exercise
without damaging a single leaf.

Marysville) made me want to be a part
of your great, theraputic idea. Thank
you.”

As the operation progressed, a small
crowd of local residents, welders,
blacksmiths
and
representatives
from supporting organisations and
companies gathered on a nearby
hillside. A huge cheer went up from
them as the nuts were threaded onto
the bolts and the tree stood for the first
time.

From the blacksmiths from the Iron
Rose for Norway Project: “Incredibly
beautiful, congratulations to a fantastic
job. I look forward to someday visit
the tree and feel the energy of love and
care.”

On hand was our engineer, Grahame
Rowe from Sinclair Knight Merz
Engineering. It was an honour to have
him there and meet him in person
for the first time. Thanks to Ash and
Kathryn Naylor for linking us up with
SKM way back in 2010. Also visiting
on the day were David Wightman and
Angus Ramsay from the RCL Group
who are looking after the landscaping,
Victoria Jones from Arts Victoria
and our supportive friends from the
Strathewen Community Renewal
Association.
Since the tree was installed we
have received many messages from
people across the world including
our
participating
blacksmiths.
From Phillippe representing the Lou
Foc blacksmiths in France: “We are
very proud and happy to participate in
the Tree Project. We hope we can come
and share a drink with you!”
From Mark Nankivell, one of our
local blacksmiths: “Thank you for this
awesome project. Black Saturday and
the following days, nights and weeks
were horrific for so many people. I
was a powerline worker who went
in afterwards to repair lines and
restore power to communities. The
devastation I saw in the areas I worked
(Reedy Creek, Murrundindi, Kilmore
pine plantations and Kinglake to

Since the installation, a short
community documentary of the tree
has been released by local filmmakers
Andrew Garton and Mike Wilkins.
The documentary includes interviews,
footage of the launch event and
many images and videos donated by
members of the public. It was screened
at the Whittlesea Shire Council offices
and will be seen in May at Federation
Square. You can see it online here:
vimeo.com/85399533
You can see the time lapse of the
assembly by Barry Thomas at our
YouTube Channel: www.youtube.
com/user/AusBlacksmiths
Currently, the site where the tree
stands is being landscaped and a
pathway constructed. Planting of
indigenous species is planned for this
April and later again in September.
Local stomemasons, Luke from
Cathedral Stone and Paul from Holcor
have recently drilled and split a large
bluestone rock which will eventually fit
around the base of the trunk.
Thanks to all the blacksmiths and
welders of ABA(Vic) who have donated
their time and skills to this project
over the past five years. The tree is a
testament to the craft of the blacksmith
and the worldwide fraternity we belong
to. No-one can say it better that Doug
Tarrant who has worked tirelessly on
this project since the very beginning:
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“And so it came to be, in memory of lives
and precious property lost and to honour
those that fought the unstoppable, we were
able to recreate at least a tiny part of what
a ravenous, horrific fire had taken from
us on that terrible day five years ago. As
the nominal Head Blacksmith of the Tree
Project please accept my heartfelt thanks
and congratulations to all involved. Know
also that I am truly humbled by the efforts
of the whole team and proud beyond words
to have worked with you all.”
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Previous page:
1, The substructure cage is lowered into the hole
2, The pour
3, The Tree hits the road in the wee hours
4, Roland guides the Tree to a temporary landing
5, The Tree is upright for the first time;
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This page:
6, Amanda and Doug discuss which way is up and which is not so
up
7, The Tree is lowered onto the eight holding down bolts
8, Time lapse
9, A happy group of blacksmiths, welders, locals and not so locals
gather around for a picky. Faces once so sad now joyous.
Facing page: The Tree in place, five years to the day after its
inception
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Damascus Barrels

Submitted by Michael Dunn

http://www.theexplora.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Damascus31.jpg

It is a conundrum as to what
Michael was searching the net for
since not only has he a passion for
blacksmithing he is also an avid
writer in ink. For our younger
members that’s the stuff contained
usually in skinny hollow sticks for
the purpose of applying the ink to
paper in the form of written word.
In the olden days we mostly wrote in
cursive scipt, i.e., “joining writing”
and this is an excellent example
except for the deviation from
horizontal.
The translation goes something like
this...

Best Damascus Barrels
Half steel half iron - rolled into sizes
for piling into a faggot of about 20
alternate layers of iron & steel.
The faggot is placed on a Furnace
& heated to welding heat, then
welded under a Steam hammer; this
is repeated once or twiceIt is now rolled into bars 2” square
then cut into lengths 18” or 2’,
placed in another furnace and
heated to “wash heat”and rolled into
squares of 3/8” This completes Iron
Manufacturer’s dept

The Squares are now sent to (the)
Barrel maker, who cuts them into
lengths he requires.They are placed
in a furnace and heated to a white
heat, they are taken from the furnace
singly and put into a machine, one
end holds the rod stationary, the
other revolves at high speed, the rod
is twisted into a very fine screw of
34 to the inch - they are now rolled
into strips and 2, 3 or 4 are placed
alongside of each other and coiled
round a mandrel.
Thanks Michael...a great find
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Blacksmithing for Noobs

by Mick Kay

Mick and Brody and a couple of successes

It is hot, smelly, dirty work…………and I love it!
I noticed the website for ABA(V)
awhile back, maybe 18 months or so,
I make Longbows for a hobby and
was playing with the idea of making
my own Bodkin arrowheads.
I have always been interested in
blacksmithing. My grandfather
was a Collier blacksmith in North
Eastern England. Unfortunately
he died when my father was 2
years old, and I didn’t know much
about the work he did until a trip
to UK in 2012. This sparked the
interest, and when my then 13 yr
old son Brody, said he wanted to
“forge stuff”, I didn’t need any more
encouragement. We came down
one Sunday, smelled the hot coke,
and joined up. Brody and I are
interested in blacksmithing as it was
in Medieval times and this helps us
understand how life was then.
I am a Carpenter by trade, and now
teach my trade at trade school. I am
15

accustomed to hard work but I am
constantly surprised at how much
finesse is used in blacksmithing.
There is something about pounding
on hot iron that is very satisfying,
as well as the care you have to take,
to do fine work. It is hot, smelly,
dirty work…………and I love it!
Once you light the forge, time fly’s
and before you know it its time to
go home and your exhausted. It is
one of the most engrossing things I
have ever done.
Doug, Steve, Keith and Phil are
the main guy’s that got Brody and I
started. They are fantastic blokes and
typical tradesmen. Once they new I
was a “chippie” the banter ensued.
They love hanging it on other
tradesmen. They are very funny
fellas with a wealth of information
in their collective heads and made
Brody and I very welcome.
We are still putting our “toolbox”

together. We have a few different
size hammers we have collected, and
have made our own tongs.
We are still very much beginners,
even after 12 months, and learn
something new every time we go.
We don’t always go every fortnight,
but we go when we can.
We have made tongs, gumleaf key
rings, arrowheads, fire pokers (we
made 3 sets for family members
and they loved them!), Knife blades
from old files and are currently
working on a “gong” rifle target for
Brody. We find this most satisfying
and it is quality time spent with
Father and Son.
We encourage people to give it a go.
We have learnt many things from
the skilled Blacksmiths working
there, and made some great new
friends. See you there!!!!
Mick and Brody Kay

Association Notices
BARN FORGEMASTERS
Listed is the forgemaster roster for
the next few months. If there is
an unforeseen problem please let
someone know.
Barn Day
11/05/14*
25/05/14
08/06/14
22/06/14*
06/07/14

Morning A’noon
Doug
Phil
Steve
Keith
Dan

Paul
Dan
Alice
Nick
Phil

*(Committee Meeting)

FORGING FEES AT THE
BARN
The association has subsidised
members attending the Barn to
work by only charging $4 per day
for coke. This charge has remained
unchanged since last century. The
committee has determined that
the current level of subsidisation
can’t be maintained. A decision
was made at the January meeting
to recognise that some people only
work for half a day and also that
the daily fee doesn’t reflect the
real value of the fuel. The decision
resulted in the following motion
being agreed on: On the first Barn
forging day in March the forging

fees will be $5 for a half day
and $10 for a full day.

It is important to also realise that
working at the Barn using tools
and quipment has additional costs
to the association –but it will still
be a cheap hobby.

ABA(VIC) IS NOW ON
FACEBOOK!

A “search” under “Australian
Blacksmiths
Association
–
Victoria” will get you to the page.
Be sure to click on the “Like”
button when you visit it. At the
time of writing, we only have 20
“Likes” and I’d like to increase
that.
If you would like to post a photo,
at the moment there are a couple
of mediators (including myself ).
Send me an email with your photos
from around the barn (or other
ABAVic event or even a smithy
project you’ve been working on)
and I’ll put them up there.
Ash Naylor
Secretary

DORIS
Blacksmith Doris would like to
thank the patron, Keith Towe, for
the kind gift of the most exquisitely
made forge. He has given this to
Doris on the understanding that
it will be available for ABA (Vic)
demonstrations.
Rick Stadler
also has given Doris a forge thank you!. We all feel incredibly
accepted by ABA (Vic) Thank you
all.
A number of Blacksmith Doris
members are undergoing selfpaced learning while others have
completed the tool making course.
Soon Corrie will be assisting in
training in more tool making
courses.
Cheers Mary Hacket
The new timetable for the rest of
2014 Doris Days are as follows:

May 3
June 7
July 5
August 2
September 6
October 4
November 1
December 6
These days, which are the first
Saturday of every month, are
women only days. Doris would
like to thank the committee
for their decision and for the
cooperation of all of the members.
Mary Hackett

HUMAN RIGHTS ARTS
AND FILM FESTIVAL

Federation Square

http://hraff.org.au/
“Our Tree,
an
exhibiting
documentary” by Andrew Garton,
illuminates stories of resilience
and healing through the making
of The Blacksmiths Tree, from its
inception to its completion.
Location: Big Screen, Federation
Square
Screening Times: 6:00 PM on Sat
10th, Tues 13th, Thurs 15th and
Mon 19th of May
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Book Review

by Michael Dunn

Wendy Hitchmough, The Arts & Crafts: Lifestyle and Design.
Watson-Guptill Publications, New York, 2000. ISBN 0-8230-0314-0

THIS BOOK IS worth
reading just for the excellent
photographs, some of which
show examples of very skilful
metalwork for domestic settings.
From the 1890s on, the
Arts and Craft Movement
was a radical reaction to the
overstuffed mishmash of styles
that was the Victorian era. Its
proponents urged a return to
the disciplines of craftsmanship.
Pioneered by William Morris,
this international movement
challenged the mass production
that marked the industrial age
and promoted originality in
17

home furnishings. Known for
simple elegance and superior
quality of its pieces, the style
foreshadowed today’s trend
toward
clean,
uncluttered
interiors.
Sometimes the Arts and Craft
Movement is confused with the
‘Art Nouveau’ style of the same
period. Both were reactions
against industrialisation; both
were influential in architecture
and the applied arts; but the
characteristic swirls and vegetative forms of Art Nouveau
were very different from the
intentions of the Arts and Craft

Movement, which might be
expressed as simple design combined with restrained decoration and executed to the highest
levels of manual skill. Behind
such principles was much idealism and concern for poor rural
communities, but—as is always
the case—the practitioners only
succeeded by developing the
patronage of the wealthy.
Sound a bit heavy? You will
be pleasantly surprised by the
author’s easy style and, as you
make your way through the
book, you will discover that
many of today’s commonplace
ideas were once considered
dangerously
radical
and
provocative. “Imagine what
could happen if the kitchen were
right next to the dining room?
God forbid, they might hear us!
Next thing you know there’ll be
a revolution.”
This is a book I would
recommend for browsing and
for the excellent photography.
Borrow a copy from your local
library through inter-library
loan rather than going to the
expense of buying it. The copy
I read was on the shelves of
my local library (Yarra-Plenty
Library Service).
© Anthony Michael Dunn
2002
Reprinted from The Drift, Issue
51, July 2002

EVENTS

by Dan Brady

The first official demonstrations for this year were a re-establishing of an ABA(Vic) presence
at Gulf Station in Yarra Glen.

Once a regular ABA(Vic) fixture for
many years Gulf Station had been
closed for some time but has recently
reopened to the public.
Gavin Brown, Paul Cockayne, Doug
Tarrant and myself set out early in
the morning on Sunday the 23rd
of February for the first day of “Lost
Traditions”. A series of four days over
four months showcasing different
aspects of what was once daily life on
the Gulf Station heritage farm and in
the surrounding district.
Through the course of the day
approximately 350 people came to
watch us forge nails, leaves, Ned Kelly
helmets, bottle openers, tongs and
camping tools. We were supplied with
sausages and cans of drink to keep us
going as well as cups of tea whenever
we requested them. A steady flow of
traffic meant that we were keep pretty
busy throughout the day, drowning
out the bluegrass band and a couple of
bush poets in the process.
March the 30th was the second day in the
series and due to an organisational stuff
up by me, only Roland Dannenhauer
and I turned up for what was a relatively
quiet day of forging. Quiet enough for
both of us to get a chance to see what
some of the other exhibitors had to
offer. The sheep shearer, wood turners
and wool spinners were the ones I
got a chance to talk to, as well as the
Hand Tool Preservation Society who
had brought a pedal powered lathe and
scroll saw to demonstrate with which

I found pretty
interesting and they
were definitely of the
era that Gulf Station
was
attempting
to recreate for the
public. Most of the
other groups on
show came down
at various points to
watch Roland and I
slog away at the anvil.
I managed to finish off the tongs I had
started at the previous demo and started
another set in order to try build up my
tool kit, but a moment of distraction
turned my tongs into a sparkler display
for a group of 6 year olds with cries
of delight as they were quenched in
the slack tub from the spectators and
a certain amount of quiet muttering
under the breath from me.
Roland, on the other hand was steadily
working away with not a burnt piece of
steel to be seen and the roses he had out
for sale drew many admirers.
By the time you read this there will
have been one more on the 27th of
April which will have to be reported
about in the next issue. Which brings
me around to upcoming events
May 25th
The final part of the “Lost Traditions”
series of demonstrations at Gulf Station

June 7th and 8th
Echuca Steam Rally.

Pretty much the biggest event for
ABA(Vic) of the year and this will
be our 24th at the steam rally. Many
of us going up and camping out for
a couple of nights on the shed’s dirt
floor, although for those that prioritise
sleep there is a motel recommended by
ABA(Vic) members nearby (over the
back fence even) called A Room For U.
Be warned, if you are going to book,

do it now because they tend to get
booked out very quickly. Their phone
number is 03 5480 3030. The rest of us
will probably spend the night around
a very warm campfire telling tall tales,
occasionally playing music and eating
a huge camp oven roast dinner. There
will be a couple of days of solid forging
too so if you think you’re not getting
enough time in at the barn there is
plenty of room for more keen smiths.
Echuca isn’t just for the experienced
members, newer members of all skill
levels are encouraged to come and take
part in a piece of ABA(Vic) history,
hopefully for another 24 years.

From our Friends in NSW
Afternoon all,

Please find attached the flyer for this years
Whipbird event in Queensland. This is not
an ABA(NSW) event but is certainly well
worth attending.
Contact details as per the flyer
Regards
Nigel Stokes
President and Secretary
Artist Blacksmith’s Association
Inc*

NSW

Queens Birthday long weekend, 7th—9th
June, 2014.

“Whipbird Hill”,
300 Mt Alford Rd,

Bunjurgen, via Boonah, QLD.
Camping with good facilities. Fully catered
(3 days). Fully covered work area. Charcoal
available. Communal area on large deck.
Some equipment available. Tutoring if
required. Music night. Beautiful Forest.
Views!
Places limited. $180.
Contact Martin or Patena Moesker.
07 5463 4354.
moesker1@bigpond.net.au
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Decorative Chain

by Paul Cockayne

I went to see the Hidden Treasures
of Afghanistan touring display
a few months ago. There was a
design of gold chain on a number
of pieces of clothing and jewellery
that dated back to the second
quarter of the first century ie
nineteen and a half centuries ago.
The ring links were bent into a
u-shape in two directions and
then coupled together as shown.
They looked tidier and more
artistic than my drawings do but
you should get the idea.
Rather than try and weld thin wire
rings for my first try, I used a steel
pipe and cut rings off it. I don’t
know if the blokes way back then

Local Supplier?

cast gold rings or welded them.
Anyhow I ended up with rings
with an aspect ratio of about 8.5
that seemed to work ok. To chain
mailers aspect ratio is defined as
the ring internal diameter divided
by the wire diameter. It defines the
openness and flexibility of their
patterns and allows them to be
copied by others (like specifying
ply of wool and needle size in a
knitting pattern). I don’t know if
the Afghanistan chain has a name
given to it by chain mailers or if
even if they use it – write a letter
to the editor if you know any more
about use of the chain now or how
it was manufactured in the past.

by D.Tarrant

Some words just jump out at you no matter where they might be!
Could this establishment have a bag or two of coke? Dunno! Couldn’t find the proprieter. En France quelque part?
No, actually St Helier St., Abbotsford
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SUN

11
MAY
SUN

25
MAY

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

The AUSTRALIAN BLACKSMITHS ASSOCIATION (VIC) INC.,
Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

SUN

08
JUN
SUN

22
JUN
SUN

06
JUL

Echuca Steam Rally

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Members Equipment For Sale
Still for your consideration, from the
estate of ABA(V)member (dec), Ron
De Graaw. Relisted at reduced prices

Echuca Steam Rally

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

“Champion No
400”, Complete,
major repair
work evident but
sound, working,
$90

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

SUN

20
July

GASES in supplying our workshop oxy and acetylene gases.
Visit https://www.boc.com.au

SUN

07
JUN

would like to acknowledge the continued support of BOC

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

“Star Forge Co Australian”,
complete, excellent condition,
working, SOLD, sorry
Contact Doug for either blower

SUN

27
JULY
SUN

03
AUG
SUN

17
Aug

ABA(Vic) Annual General
Meeting

Barn Work Day
10Wam– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Power Hammers
1cwt Pilkington Air Hammer. Needs rings, there is some valve
wear but it has new main bearings $6000
3cwt Massey. Fully rebuilt $20,000 Neg.
Contact Steve Nicoll for information on either hammer

NEXT DEADLINE FOR DRIFT ARTICLES:
1st July 2014 for Issue 94
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